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SPI features a slil along its length
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NEWS
NSW
Technical Meetings
The acoustic design of the AOTEA
Centre in Auckland was discussed by
Peter Knowland on 11 July. Thiscentrecomprisesa2300seatmultipurpose
auditorium and the variable acoustics is
provided by added absorption and extension of reverberation by the use of
electronic multi-channel reverberation,
giving a total change from 1.2 to 2.1
seconds.
The overall design philosophy of the auditorium was discussed, including how the natural
acoustics predominates for the majority
of the functions. To achieve the design
goal ofNR18, special precautions were
takenbyprovidinganexternalcocoon
to the main auditorium and incorporatingtheuseofairconditioning
from within the seating. This air distributionsystem,whichemploysamicro
climate in the audience area, has been
pioneered in Europe and provides quite
low noise levels.
On 7 August, Professor Peter Davies from ISVR, Southampton, presented a talk on "Realistic models for
predicting sound propagation in flow
duct systems". He discussed the relevant physical factors which must be
taken into consideration when adopting
the analogy with electrical networks to
model the acoustic characteristics of
mufflers and silencers.
The AGM of the NSW Division was
held on 26 September at NAL. Three
committee members were re-elected at
the AGM (Tony Hewett, Don Woolford
and RayPiesse); the remaining two positions on the committee will be filled by
co-opting people. The first speaker at
the technical rneetinq preceding the
AGM was Renzo Tonin who discussed
the use of personal computers inacoustics. He gave detailed presentations of
the applications of two programmes:
dBdox, an acoustic spreadsheet; and
dBray, a ray tracing program for use in
the design ot auoltona and industrial
spaces. Thesecondspeaker,Geoffrey
Bray of Richard Heggie & Associates,
described and illustrated the use of the
latest generation of software for data
gathering and analysis, display, structuralmodificationsandreportingphases
of a project involving vibration modal
analysis.
Early in 1990, a questionnaire on

Technicai Meetings was sent 10 all
members of the NSW Division. Although only 12% replied, it is consideredthattheresponsesindicatethe
feelings of those who are likely to attend
meetings. The replies indicated that a
greater emphasis on noise, architectural
acoustics and acoustic measurement is
desired. A number of interesting offers
of papers were received and these will
form the basis of the technical programme for the coming year. The present lecture format for the meeting was
preferred, with several speakers where
the topic is suitable.

ACT
June Technical Meeting
On 25 June 1990,StepheJltts,from
StepheJittsAudiology, spoke on "HearingAids- Present and Future". Stephe
first explained the variety of hearing
losses which can occur and showed the
typical locations for the threshold levels,
the most comfortable listening levels
and the loudness discomfort levels. He
gave a short histoncal review of the developmentof hearing aids and then discussed the limitations of the various
types of hearing aids currently available
in Australia. There is great hope that
futuredevelopmen1s,makinguseofdigital techniques and introducing non linear amplification, will enable a more
careful matching of the performance of
the hearing aid to the needs of the
user. The talk was followed by a lively
question time which continued during
::~r~~~ner at a nearby Malaysian res-

August Technical Meeting
On 14 August, 28 attended a joint
meeting with the Institution of Engineers, Mechanical Branch. The meetingwas held attheAcousticsandVibration Centre in the Department of
Mechanical Engineering at the Australian Defence Force Academy on the
topic "Sound Intensity - Measurements
and Applications".
The principles involved in sound intensity measurements were first be outlined by Dr Joseph Lai, a senior lec1urer in the Department.
He then
discussed some recent studies using
the sound intensity technique for noise
source identification, including noise
from an air conditioning plant and a
business machine. Marion Burgess,a

research officer for the Centre, reported
on the findings from studies on the application of the sound intensity technique to measurements of the transmission loss of partitions both under
laboratoryand field conditions.
An inspection of some of the facilities
of the Acoustics and Vibration Centre,
including the anechoic chamber, and a
demonstration of the sound intensity instrumentation followed the presentation.
Almost half of the group then continued
on for an enjoyable dinner in the OfficersMessattheAcademy.
Marion Burgess

VICTORIA
September Meeting and AGM
At the AGM, Charles Rossiter and
Charles Don were elected on to the
Victorian Divisional Committee to replace retiring members Rob Burton
and Mike Snell.. Following the AGM
was a presentation from Greg Michael
from the Environment Protection Authority on Noise from the Very Fast
Train. Greg reported that the expected
noise levels are approximately 95 dB(A)
at a distance of 25 m and 80 dB(A) at
200 m. Whichever route from Melbourne to Canberra is chosen the existing rail track will not be followed as'
the radius of curvature required for high
speedoperationisapproximately7km.
Mike Snell

WA
September Meeting
Sound recording studios are always
fascinating places to visit, for here are
created the sounds we hear every day.
They are even more fascinating when
made the subject of a technical visit, for
here acoustician meets artisan on common ground. Not surprisingly, a good
turnout of members (about 17) enjoyed
the visit to Planet Sound Studios in
Subiaco on 27 September.
Perth is fortunate to have arguably
one of the top studios in the country, if
the succession of national and international artists is any indication. Features of the visit were:
• enormous "bass traps" (low frequency absorbers) mounted in the
4 m high ceiling space to complementthe range of mid and high frequencyabsorbers
·theuseofnaturalrock,inboththe
studio and control room,foritsgood

NEWS ...
mid to high frequency dispersion
• the high degree of digital processing used in today's recording
studio. The main 32-channel desk
is analogue with computer control.
Thereafter the signal is digitised for
recording onto the master tape.
Many of the original
signals are
digitally sampled, some
passing
through six digital processes.
• perhaps most interesting of all is the
creature known as the recording engineer. Known to inhabit his lair for
days at a time, this creature develops
perhaps the most highly discriminatory hearing of any of the
human species - the engineers at
Planet were able to
detect minuscule differences between analogue and digital sounds
that
none of the visitors could!
The interesting and informative visit
of Planet Studios was guided by
James Hugall and John Villani.
Following the visit was the AGM of
the Division and then a Mexican
Banquet.
John MacDherson

STANDARDS
Australian - New Zealand
Agreement
In line with the Australia/New Zealand Closer Economic Relations (CER)
Trade Agreement, Standards Australia
and the Standards Association of New
Zealand (SANZ) have signed a Memorandum of Understanding which links
quality management systems accreditation in both countries with international
benchmarks. This development wili
particularly benefit Australian and New
Zealand companies wishing to enter
the other's marketplace and avoid the
need for multiple assessment and its
associated costs, pending the introduction of a Joint Australian/New Zealand Accreditation Scheme being developed by the governments of both
countries, certification bodies and users.

New Australian Standards
The following Standards have recentlybeenreleased:
AS 2012 Measurement of airborne
noise emitted by earth-moving machineryandagriculturaltractors-Stationary
test conditions.

Part 1 - Determinationofcompiiance
with limits for exterior noise and
Part 2 - Operator's position (Revision
of 1977 edition)
AS 3781 Noise labelling of machinery and equipment (identical with ISO
4871)
AS 3782 Statistical methods for determining and verifying stated noise
emission values for machinery and
equiment (identical with ISO 7574)
Part 1 - General considerations and
definitions
Part 2 -Methodsforstatedvaluesfor
individual machines
Part3-Simpletransititionmethodfor
stated values for batches of machines
Part4-Methodsforstatedvaluesfor
batches of machines

American National Standards
American National Standards on
Acoustics are available from the Acoustical Society of America (ASAl Standards Program. Discounts are available for members of the ASA, for
standing orders and for bulk purchases.
Details from: ASA Standards Secretariat, 335 East 45th Street, New
York, NY 10017-3483, USA.

VIBRATION AND NOISE
CONFERENCE
Over 150 delegates attended the
Australian Vibration and Noise Conference, sponsored by the Institution of
Engineers and co-sponsored by Monash University, which was held at Monash University, from 18 to 20 September.
The seventy contributed
papers were presented in the approprlate sessions given the following
themes: Environment, Control of Noise
and Vibration, Modal Analysis and Modelling, Dynamics of Machines and Signal Processing. The Opening address
was given by Prof White from ISVR,
UK on "Vibration control of machinery
installation and structures: some design procedures and experimental diagnostic techniques:. The four keynote
papers were given by Dr David Bies
from University of Adelaide, Mr C. Staker from SDRC, USA, Prof S. Ibrahim
from Old Dominion University, USA and
Prof D. Brown, University of Cincinatti,
USA.
During the Conference there was a
technical exhibition. Prof J.D. Crisp
from Monash University gave avery entertaining speech at the Conference
Dinner.

NATO ADVISORY
COMMITTEE
Ray Piesse recently stood down as
Chairperson of the Acoustics and Vibration Measurement Registration Committee. Ray was appointed to the Chair
in 1979. David Symons, from DSTO,
has now taken the Chair of the Committee. Four new members have joined
the committee and the composition is
now: Louis Challis (Consultant), K.
Hews-Taylor (CSIRO), K. Cook (RMIT),
A. Brown (Vipac), B. Gore (Dept Health)
andR. Harris (CSIRO).
A recent resolution of the committee
states that: "the minimum set of requirements for the verification procedureforsoundlevelmetersshallbe
as stipulated in Appendix 1 of the Organisation Internationale de Metrologie
Legale Recommendation No 58 (Oct
1984) with the additional requirement
for the verifcation ot e.c. output". Itis
hoped that this resolution will overcome
some criticism of the past NATA requirements.

EXCHANGE PROGRAMMES
There are a variety of international
awards, fellowships and exchange programmeswhich can provide funding for
Australian scientists and engineers.
The applications usually have to be
submitted well in advance. Detailscan
be obtained from: International Exchanges Officer, Australian Academy of
Science, GPO Box 783 Canberra, ACT
2601.

ARTICLES OF
ASSOCIATION
The Articles of Association of the
Australian Acoustical Society have recentlybeenreprinted. Copies are available from the General Secretary of the
Society, AAS - Science Centre, Private
Bag1, Darlinghurst, NSW2010.

FASTS
The Federation of Australian Scientific and Technological Societies has continued to open up channels of communication with the Government. At a
meeting with Simon Crean, issues such
as shortages of skilled personnel,
award restructuring and the need for
more post graduate awards were discussed. FASTS is also making submissions to the Opposition which is continuingto rework its policies.

People
New Members
- Interim Admissions
We have pleasure in welcoming the
following who have been admitted to
the grade of Subscriber while awaiting
grading by the Council Standing CommitteeonMembership.
New South Wales

Ms Sun Chao, Dr R Chivers (UK)

and regulations for control of blasting
emissions throughout Australia.

Moves in NSW
Gary Woods has made the move
from the Environmental Design Group
of the Building Management Authority in
WAto head up the Acoustics Group in
the Public Works Dept. of NSW. Paul
Bridge has recently rejoined Eden Dynamics after spending about 5 years
travelling the world.

Queensland

Mr D M Borgeaud, Mr A C Monkhouse.
Mr R H Palmer, Mr M A Simpson
Victoria

Mr B T McEniery. Mr I C Shepherd
Western Australia

Mr S L H Litobaski, Mrs R J Macmillan,
Mr D A Nunn, Mr M J Sharman

-Graded
We welcome the following new
members whose gradings have now
been approved.
Subscriber
Queensland

MrJDodds
Member
New South Wales

Mr K Mikl, Mrs N M Murray
Victoria

Ms W L Saunders, Mr D J Dolly, Mr N A
JGoddard, DrRRichardson

New Qld Office
Growing demand in Queensland for
noise, vibration and blasting services
has led to acoustical consultants Richard Heggie Associates opening a Brisbane branch office. Company Director.
Dick Godsen said that "the main impetus for our work comes from the mining, quarrying and construction industries. although we also have a
strong involvment in architectural
acoustics and environmental noise control".
The company has recently completed
a research study into the effects of vibration and overpressure, mainly from
blasting, on buildings and theiroccupants. Thiswork,fundedbytheAustralian Mining Industry Research Associationwasconductedinconjunction
with the Julius KruttschnittMinerals Research Centre at Queensland University. The results of this wide ranging
study are likely to influence the development and revision of standards

Italian Connection

in Australia. He said under a collaborative arrangement with Australian
Hearing Aids (AHA), NAL was set to
capture a major share of the international market in the production of
quality hearing aids.
NALwili enter into a collaborative arrangement with AHA for research, developmentand manufacture of state-ofthe-art hearing products. AHA is a 50/
50 joint venture between Crystalaid, a
wholly owned Australian company and
Ascom AUdiosys, a hearing aid manufacturer and subsidiary of the Swiss
telecommunications company, Ascom.

David Eden of Eden Dynamics, has
indicated that the sister company. Rotor
Dynamics, has recently won a contract
with Davy McKee-McDermottfor Woodside Offshore Petroleum. David will be
commissioningthe vibration monitoring
system for the gas compressor which is
to be tested at the manufacturer'sfacilities in Italy. DuringthistimeinFlorence David hopes to sample the cutturaldelights.includingMichelangelo's
statue of him.

AHA will manufacture the hearing
aids in Australia under a supply contract
with the Government. They will establish a new world class manufacturing_
facility in Brisbane, from which they will
also export the new products to countries such as Japan and the United
States.

Company Changes

The world market for hearing aids is
estimatedat4 million units a year. Mr
Staples said the arrangement will provide hearing impaired people with stateof-the-art programmaole hearing aids.
The changes include establishing NAL
as a statutory authority over the next
two years to achieve greater client focus
for people with a hearing impairment
and the adoption of improved business
practices.

FlaktAustraliahasacquiredthefan
engineering and sound control division
of Richardson Pacific Ltd. Thesedivisions have been formed into a new
company, Flakt Richardson, which will
operate out of the former Richardson offices and which will be the largest fan
supplier in Australasia.

Membership Values
Peter Knowland recently found his
first membership receipt, dated 30th
October, 1964. His was the second receipt issued; it is understood that John
Irvine received the first. Peter estimates that the five pound membership
fee would be equivalent to at least
eighty-two dollars today.

New Australian Hearing Aid
Industry
The Federal government has announced the establishment of a major
new export industry which will greatly
assist the hearing impaired. Ministerfor
Aged, Family and Health Services, Pet·
er Staples, announced changes to the
operations of the National Acoustic
Laboratories (NAL) which will improve
the provision of hearing disabilityservices and provide a major opportunity
for developing the hearing aid industry

The new plant will be the sole producer, world-wide, of hearing aid remote
control units for Ascom's market with
100 per cent Australian content.

"A range of strategies have been developed to ensure that clients receive
the highest level of professional service
andthatpeoplerequiringurgentattention receive priority appointments," he
said.
"The improved delivery of services to
hearing impaired clients will be managed bya new position of National Operations Manager who will be responsible for introducing improved
business practices throughout the network of 44 permanent and 65 visiting
hearing centres throughout Australia."

INTER·NOISE 91
The Inter-noise 91 Committee would
like to help meet some of the expenses
of delegates from "Pacific Rim" countries who could not afford to attend Inter-noise 91 without financial assistance.
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If any readers could offer accommodation in Sydney from 2-4 December 1991; could make a donation or
offer any other assistance please would
they let Fergus Fricke or the Inter-noise
Secretariat, know as soon as possible.
Conference Secretariat:
Christine Bourke, the IPACE Institute,
PO Box 1, Kensington 2033, Tel: (02)
6973178 Fax: (02)6626983.
Fergus Fricke,
Department of ArchitecturaJ Science,
University of Sydney 2006
Tel: (02)6922490

INTER-NOISE 90
INTER-NOISE 90 held during August
in Gothenburg, Sweden, was very successful, with over 800 participants. Gothenburg is Sweden's second largest
city and is located on the West Coast.
Apart from the Opening Plenary Session in the Gothenburg Concert Hall,
the conference was held on the campus
of Chalmers University of Technology, a
short tram ride from the city centre. After introductory remarks from the General Chairman, Tor Kihlman, Manfred
Heckl presented a paper on the main
theme of the meeting "Science for Silence". Two other distinguished invited
lectures were presented at the commencementofeach day's proceedings,
by A. Flock on "Active 'noise' in the
hearing organ, an aide to auditory sensitivity" and by A. Cummings on "Prediction methods for the performance of
flow duct silencers".
Contributed papers were presented in
uptoeightparallelsessions,manyspeciallyarranged by well-known experts in
their fields. The broad topics covered
included Building Acoustics (sound insulation, sound intensity, low frequency
reverberation room acoustics, structure
borne sounds and sound absorption
and scattering); Environmental noise,
(including wind turbines, sound propagation); Transportation noise (railways, aircraft and road vehicles); Requirernents, including noise labelling;
Duct acoustics; Noise control (various
sources, aircraft cabins, launchers and
other vehicles); Analysis (including engineering applications of SEA); Effects
of noise; Low frequency noise and vibration; Active noise control; Vibration;
Measurement techniques; Hearing Protectors; Signal analysis and sound powermeasurements.
About 330 papers are printed in the
two-volume Proceedings, and delegatescamefromabout40countries. I

am pleased to say that Australia was
well represented. I addition to the Proceedings, delegates received a booklet
"Fight the Noise" by Elvhammar and
Landstrom, published by the Swedish
Work Environment Fund and giving exampies and solutions within companies
and institutions in Sweden.
Over 30 Exhibitors presented their
wares at the Technical Exhibition,which
was well attended and held in an adjoining space to the main venues for the
technical program.
Social occasions included a Civic Reception at Gothenburg Town Hall, and a
Banquet held in the Students' Dining
Hall, which culminated in a display of
"horizontal" fireworks viewed through
the glass walls. At the closing Plenary
Session, Australia was given the opportunity to invite delegates to Sydney
next December for INTER-NOISE 91 this included showing a short video of
Sydney and the University of New
South Wales (the venue for the meeting) and the opportunity for delegates to
sample some great Australian wine,
kindly donated by the local Swedish
agent for the Wyndham Estate.
As well as tours arranged for accompanying members (including an all
day excursion along the scenic West
Coast) technical tours were arranged on
the Thursday after the meeting - the
most popular of these were to the Volvo
truck and bus factories, andtoSaab. At
Volvo it was interesting to see that the
method-of-vehicle-production wheel has
apparently gone full circle, from the earIy gradual developments of coachbuildingtechniques,throughsophisticated computerised automation and now
back to small groups of mechanics carrying outafairdegree of hand assembly
of individual vehicles (supported by
Just-ln-Time robotic parts suppliers!)
I am sure that INTER-NOISE 91 in
Sydney will be just as interestingasothermeetingsinthisseries, and I do hope
thatalargenumberofAustralianacousticlans will participate - the Announcement and Call for Papers is being distributed and Abstracts are due in by
March 1st. Acceptance will be notified
by May tst and the final papers are due
byAugust1sl.
Anita Lawrence
General Chairman
INTER-NOISE 91

ASPAK
Software,
suitable
for
microcomputers and code-named ASPAK (atmospheric sound propagation), has
been developed by the CSRIO Division
of Mathematics and Statistics for com-

puting the paths and intensities of
sound as it propagates outwards from a
given source. One possible use of the
software is to assist noise producers in
scheduling their activities so that disruption to the community is minimised.
Comparison of results from the computer program with field measurements is
being carried out by the National Acoustic Laboratories. Additional program
features planned include a module for
enhancing data entry and a module for
including reflection and absorption at
the ground surface. When current research is complete, ASPAK will be put
on the market (contact Jeff Prentice, 01
5422646).
CSIRO Industrial Research News
June 1990
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UNDERWATER
ACOUSTICS
4 DAY COURSE

The Australian Maritime College is
conducting courses in Underwater
Acoustics during 1991.
The courses provide a solid introduction
to the underwater acoustics field and
involves lUtorials and practical test tank
demonstrations.
Course Dates: 11-15February, 1991
22-26July,I991
Course Fcc: $650
For more details contact:
Mr. John Foster
AMCSearchLtd.
P.O. Box 986
Launceston TAS 7250
Telephone: (003)260761
Facsimile: (003)266493

FOR SALE· SURPLUS INSTRUMENTS
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andcomplete accessories
G 10ffHewlettPackardl/4'8ChanneIFM
TapeRecorder withcase.
.10ffTEAC R310StudioTape Recorder with
ForfurtherdetallseoatactDavidEden
at EdenDynamlcsTel:(02) 579-5566
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Timbre Measurement
Howard Pollard
Honorary Research Scientist, School of Physics
University of New South Wales
Kensington NSW 2033 Australia

ABSTRACT: Experimental methods appropriate for analysing both transient and steady-state features of musical
sounds are discussed. Representative sets of notes from a musical instrument can be used to categorise the timbre
of the instrument by means of either a normalised spectrum or tristimulus coordinates. Emphasis is placed on graphical
presentation. The techniques are illustrated with sets of organ tones.

1. ANALYSIS PROCEDURES
The analysis of musical sounds can proceed on three levels:
physical, psychophysical and feature analysis. Table 1 summarisesthe information that can be extracted at each level.
The aim of feature analysis is to develop measuresthat mimic
the assessment procedures used by the brain.
For steady musical sounds a basic method of analysis is the
sampled 1130ctavefiltermethod·[Poliard & Jansson, 1982bJ;
atypical measurement taking 40 sample spectra averaged over
an interval of4sec. The mean level and standard deviation is
then available. At low frequencies, the 1J30ctave band levels
are combined into broader bands according to the ISO method
nS01966].Afterconversionintoloudnessunits,thenextstage
is to extract features from the band loudness spectrum
appropriate for musical sounds. In particular, measures are
required that will identify the tonal centre of the spectrum and
the balance between high and low frequency spectrum components. As will be discussed below, sharpness and tristimulus
values have been found valuable for this purpose.
For transient musical sounds, the first 80 msofa recorded
sound is analysed by an FFTprogram with a sliding time window
function [Pollardetal,1982c]producingsetsofspectraat
5 ms intervals with an equivalent window width of 10 ms. The
FFTdata are then grouped into 1/3 octave bands (into slightly
narrower critical bands if desired) and the signal levels convertedintoloudnessunits.Fromthisanalysis,setsofloudness
growth curves, one for each band involved in the analysis, and
corresponding derivative curves are produced [Pollard &
Jansson 1982bl. The latter are valuable for deriving a number
of features relevant to the starting transient [Pollard etal 1982c,
Pollard 1988a1. including the start-time, rise-rate and time to
reach steady state for each of the partial tones.
Figure 1 is an example of transient analysis for the first
50 ms oflhe sound from an organ pipela Gedacktclosedpipe
having only odd-numbered partial tones, pitchC41. Figurella)
shows a set of 113octave loudness growth curves; Figure11bl
shows corresponding loudness derivative curves. The start-time
for each band is taken as the, time for which the rise-rate
equals 600 dB/s la rise-rate of 3 dB in 5 ms, a convenient
thresholdvaluel.ForthesoundshowninFigure1therise-rates
are as follows:
Partial Tone:
1
Start-timelmsl:
9
TimetoreachSS(msl: 33
Overall Duration ofST uns):

3
3.5
28
42

4.5
16

0
16

9
2
10

11,13
2.5
14

Another feature of a starting transient is the presence of
dominant tones - tones that have maximum rlse-rate in

TABLE1Three levele of analyeieand tha InformatJonaach produce.
PHYSICAL ANALYSIS

PSYCHOPHYSICAL
ANALYSIS

Spectrumana/ysis
Spectrum anelysisof weighted by the
sar'schafacter;st;cs
amusicBlsound

FEATURE ANALYSIS

Involves processing

by the brain

o meansteadystate o meansteadystate
levelldB)
loudnesslsones)
o spectrumat
o loudnessspectrum o loudness
o pitch
specific times
at specific times
etimbre
duringthe attack,
Iresponseof the
o sharpness
steadystate,
ear's critical
o fluetuationsof
decay
bends)
o maskingeffects
:~~~:SS,PitCh,

eassessmentof
attack:

estartingtimesof
It

o

:t~h:;:lof level
~~e:sc~o,:,.:~a~

::~~ti:U~1

It

attack

edominanttones
esynchronism

steadystatefor

;:::f~~tion

Otherfaetorsincluding
• roughness
• compactness
emissingor

inharmonicpartials
-

specific time intervals. In Figure 1/b) the dominant tones, shown
~;e~he heavy envelope curve, and corresponding time intervals
Dominant Tone:
Timelntervallms):

7
O~

5
1
6-16 16-

Four characteristic feetures have been found to be involved
intheassessmentofa starting transient [Pollard 1988aJ:
o The duration of the starting transient
e The presence of esrly noise
o The dominant tones present
o The degree of synchronism present
(related to the range of start-times, the range of times to
maximum rise-rate, and the range of times to reach
steady state).

with more than one psnie l occupying each bsnd lor the higher
partials. The highSfpsrtiaJsare imponoo t lor timbrabuts. e
group rsther than 85 individuals. Equ....a lentloudnass is
computed using Stevens MlII'kV11 method lStavens 1972J.
ThG aum 01 the three I.... d ness g roups is then

Gedac kt C4

....

N .. Nlll + Nl2,4) + Nl5.nl

(1J

N!1Iis the I.... dness of the fundamental,
Nl2,4) is theequivalenl Ioudnass of part ials 24,
Nl5,n) is the equi....lent I.... dnesa of paniels 5-n.
Each term QfI the righl-Mnd side 01 Equation lU is .egarded
asa Il"istitrl.llus value from which a set 01 normalised coord i·
nates X, V,z may be formed bVd iv;ding each term by N. Thus,
.. NI5,n)/N
N12,4l1N
. .. NI1)/N

~

ta

y -

TIME _ _
",¥",,1~I:Gtt:IWfh<:UtWSfoT.GiHf«JrftrorgMl
p;p.soundit>g
11>irI<h C.~rwtI"lIHJr8~"'fheCflfW$indic.tefhe".m.J
_ " , . - . t inNt:hl/Joct. ".fihrbwld,
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3.

The advantage of normalising lhe coordinates lmaking
x + V + Z = ll end 01 using the lundamental 01 the SOIJn
d as
relerllnCs is that this representat ion is now indepe ndent 01
both Ioud.-s and pitch: x, Vand z represent only timbre . Since
lite coord inates ara normalised, the date may be representad
bytwo-<l imenaional oection diagrams, graphing, lor insta nce ,
(x- y)or(x - zl
An-sure relete<! to sharpness [Bismarck 19741 may be
formed by taking tne ratio xl£. Tha ~Iz ratio COITeiates highly
wilh sharpness but thSfe is a dillSfence in meaning. ~ Iz
m\lll....rea the pro~ 01 high.frequency p.!Irtials oompa'ed
with the lunda mental wherea s sharpness datSfrnines the
balance point lII'ound which the high- and low ·lrequencv
com ponents 01 the spectrum have equal loudness "weighl" ,
. Iz may be used to qll8ntify th8 .a ther wglJ8concept of the
'br ighllleas" ofa sound .
The trilIt imulus method is useful in re presenting both the
tonal chal1ges that occ...-du ring the starting tr_ient and the
timbre 01 the steado,o state. Figure 2 shows an axample ct a
tristimulus diag ram lor the start ingtr oosierns of two orllan pipes
SOIJndingmidd le C. Both the Prircipal \an open IIue pipe with
moderate harmonic deve lopmSflt) and the GedllCkt Ia StOPped
flue pipe wittl only odd harrnonlcsl show a progressive lIhilt jn
emphasis from initial high Irequency partials to pledom inence
of lower order partials during the steady stat e lshown by a
lafgSf filled circ le in the diegram l.
R ' 9 i < ~ ~f " ''''' 9
", id_f f<q uo,,",y
PM", I ,~""

TIME 1m.)

Rgur. lf b}: D«Ivtl rm curvN fot II>tJG.o.tc kl orf/MIpipe. TI>tJ
MWIkJpiI ClIVeu.oW8th.dotnirnNJfpwtial fOM• • l fJMIicukJr limu

2. TAI5T1MULUS METHOD
From the eviclence prestlnte<l in the previous part of this
snide IPollard 1990L three dimensions have been found
sufficient to categoristl timbre. An el\lllyt~1 proced...-e for
rllp(fISllOting limbre, both for the SUlI1ing tJansient and in the
st811do,o sta te, has b&el1introduced by Pollard and Ja rlS'lOn
11982aI.Spectral............ementsarere<!ucedtothree normalised
eoordil\llte8 lcalled ll"istimuluscOOfdinat8ll)whichthenenable
the date to be shown sJmply in gra phical lorm. The 113 octave
spectrum levels produced by eittler me sampled filtar met hod
(Pollard & Joosson 1962b l or from FFT antllysislPoilardetal
1982c) are conve noointo loudness unita and then gr....pedaa
lollows;
1 the Ioudn,," of me ba nd contain ing the fundamenta l,
2 theequ....elent loudness 01 the banda oontainingpartiel
tones 2, 3,4,
3 the eq uivalent loudness of the band a containing partials 5
and upwards .
This g'....ping lICknowledges that the Iundamental tone of a
musical SOIJndhas spe<:ial significanc1land that the first Sor6
partials of h.rmon ic SOIJ nds occupy sepa rate critical bands
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3. STEADY STATE ANALYSIS OF
SETS OF NOTES
The tristimulus diagram has proven useful in studying a 1
variety of tonal problems. For instance, the changes in timbre
that occur when different singers sing the same note or s
different instrumentalists play the same note [Pollard 19S5bl
havebeenstudied.Themethodcanalsobeusedtostudysets 5
of notes played on different instruments. The method has the
potential to tackle the age-old problem of defining the overall •
"quality" of an instrument. Musicians often test an instrument 13

~~~~::n~fat:::ie~e~e:~a~: 0; ~::~;a~: ~~s~~~:::e~~ ~eil~ a~o~ @3
necessary to analyse every available note, a representative
subset is usually sufficient.
Pipe organ tones are popular in tonal studies since they have

~:~~r:;~~:p~~~:~::~;i~~~~t~~~~:~~n~;~~~~~c~~~t:~

since there area large number of separate ranks of pipes, each
rank covering at leasta5-0ctave span. It is necessaryto select
both a limited number of ranks and a limited number of notes
within each rank. A set of pipes designed to cover a 5-octave
range from C2 (65 Hz) to C6 (1046Hz) usually shows changes
in timbre from bass to treble. Organ builders must juggle
factorssuchasthelength,diameterandshapeofpipesinorder
to achieve the pitch and timbre of sound desired. From a
technical viewpoint it might appear to be ideal fora given rank
to have a uniform timbre throughout its range. In practice, for a
variety of reasons, ranks of pipes have a different harmonic
development in the bassthan in the treble. This is especially so
for reed pipes for which organ builders have always had

.....,.~.~"'---r----.--'-rJ.......,-J"f-'-£io.u.;-uY-'-ru...,;.u-,LL,-L..L.j'LIo.,..'--'-r''-r-...-r'
e.-------------------,
1

e
5

•

~

f~~~~::~~~:~:~~h~~;~~~r~~~::~~::T:::~:r~~~:ea: ~. :~
3

and G notes from C3 to C6, is adequate to characterise a
chosen rank of pipes. The minimum number of ranks to be
studied would normally include at least one representative of
principal,fluteandreedpipes.Asanexampleofthetechnique
applied to the organ, the following will describe the analysisof
selected ranks of pipes from the organ in the Great Hall,
University of Sydney.
Two procedures that may be used to analyse this type of
problem are: (1) the use of a reference loudness spectrum,
comparisons being made between the spectrum of each note
and the reference, (2lthe use oftristimulus values to compare
each note with a reference value (which may be the mean of
the set or an independent mean).

2

0

~
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Figure 3: Normslisedspectnlfor
la) a set of 7 PrincipalB'pipas,
Ib)esetof7CromorneB'pipes.
Thearrowhesdmarks the position of the relative shsrpness value.

Such spect~:o;,,":tse;::~ru:n;;::~:~a:;~~~~mparison of

3.1 Normalised Spectrum
It is possible to take a representativenote such as middle C (C41
asa reference but a more satisfactory reference spectrum is
one that has been normalised with respect to pitch. Such a
spectrum can be formed byfrequency-shifting the individual
loudness spectra of the different notes comprising a set. From
the set of spectra for the C and G notes IC3 and C6lfrom a
rank of principal pipes (the Principal S' of the Great Hall,
SydneyUniversity,Positivedivision),theband loudness values
were shifted to coincide with those for the note C4 and then
the loudness values averaged. Figure 3(al shows a normalised
spectrum for a similar set of C and G notes from a rank of reed
pipes (the Cromorne S' of the Great Hall Positivedivisionl.
A comparison of the two normalised spectra reveal quite
different overall spectral envelopes. The Principal pipes have
strong low-order partial tones with a gradual tapering off in
strength at higher frequencies. The tone is moderately bright
with strong fundamental and octave sounds. The Cromorne
pipes have strong middle-order partial tones and stronger
higher partials. The tone is strong and bright with a somewhat
light fundamental.

The same technique can be used to make comparisons
between sets of notes from different instruments, for instance,
sets of notes played on two or more violins as part of a
comparison test, or sets of notes from different organs, and so
on. From the point of view of an instrument maker, there isan
advantage in studying the complete spectrum since the effects
of changes to an instrument can be readily detected and
evaluated.

3.2 Tristimulus Data
Thetristimulus method provides a measure of the tonal effect
produced byan instrumentlwithpitchand loudnessnormalised).
The method is useful for comparing the timbre of sets of
representative notes. Figure 4 shows the results oftristimulus
measurements made on sets of Principal S'and CromorneS'
pipes from the organ in the Great Hall, Sydney University,
together with the corresponding changes in sharpnessand x/z.
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For the type of analysis discussed here, it is appropriate to

~~~u~e~h~ ~uu~~~~a~f~~~i~~~i~~~~ ~:e~~y:,~:n~~:~~:s f~~
instance, the tristimulus method reduces the analysis to three
dimensions.
The D(i,j) in Equation (3) represent the totsl dissimilarity
between the two sounds. This could include differences in
pitch, loudness and timbre. Jansson [1976] has described a
method in relation to two sounds having the same pitch in
which the remaining dissimilarity due to loudness and timbre
may be separated. The set of band levels for one sound is

~~~;:~~~~r~~:;r~~:~~~::r~~~~:~£:~~~~aJ~%~~~~
sg:~~~:;p~::~=a~~.

a
be applied to two normalised
spectra or to two sets oftristimulus coordinates. For normalised
spectra, Jansson's method is needed since only pitch has been
normalised leaving level and shape differences. Fortristimulus
coordinates Jansson's procedure is not necessary since both
pitch and loudness have already been normalised.
to

~~r~O~'::I~S: :~::t~~~~~f':~~7~r?n~i~::~:~~~s~~~~sii~

~~~~ee~~~i~:n~h: ~~~~lla~i:~~~~tya i~r=:;~u~h~n~~ss:n:e~

measurementshavethesamaaverageloudness)andtheshape
dissimilarity (minimum interpointdistance) is 1.6 sones, thus
reflecting only a minor tonal change. Figure 6 clearly reveals
where the significant spectrum differences between the two
sounds occur.

5. FLUCTUATIONS

~~c~i~~~~r~ciu~~,h,;~Udi:::'~~ t~:~rti:m~~i~~~i~~~~
musical sounds. Without such fluctuations musical sounds are
judged to be lifeless or artificial. When computing the initial
sampled loudness band levels, the standard deviation and
coefficient of variation for each measurement is determined,
providing useful measures of the loudness variations in each
band for each note. It is also possible to compute changes in
pitch lGrey & Moorer 1977] for the individual signal samples or
changes in timbre from the individual sample spectra [Segal
1983,Pollard1988a].
A second type of variation is that which occurs from note to
noteina set. As shown in Table 2,the values of the coefficient
of variation provide a measure for this type of instrumental
fluctuation.

6. SUMMARY
By taking into account known properties of the ear and brain
it is possible to analyse musical sounds in termsofa number
of appropriate features. The starting transient is characterised
by an assessment of four main features [Pollard 1988a,1988bJ:
early sound that occurs in the first few rns, the duration of the
starting transient, the presence of dominant tones and the
degree of synchronism. The timbre of steady sounds maybe
specified using tristimulus coordinates, sharpness, x/z and
coefficients of variation.
The normalised spectrum acts as a type of "machine signature" for a particular instrumental sound. By establishing a
suitable reference spectrum, changes in the instrumental sound
over a period of time, changes that occur before and after
restoration, or comparisons between different instruments may
be made. Dissimilarity analysis provides a useful way of
emphasising the changes due to loudness variations and those
due to timbre variations.
Tristimulus coordinates provide a useful measure of timbre
and may be displayed in both graphical and tabular form for
sets of representative notes from an instrument. The mean
values for a limited number of representative notes may be used
as a timbre reference when making tonal comparisons. Changes
that occur, either with age or by instrumental adjustment, may
be studied using dissimilarity analysis applied to the tristimul us
values.
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Acoustics and Noise Control Activity
Ian C Shepherd
Principal Research Scientist
CSIRO Division of Building, Construction and Engineering
P.O. Box 56, Highett, VIC 3190
The Acoustics and Noise Control project group at the
CSIRO Division of Building, Construction and Engineering,
based at Highett, have a long history of involvement in acoustics and fluid mechanics dating back more than 25 years.
Eight staff currently comprise the Architectural Acoustics
group ofttieformer Division of Building Research and part of
the Fluid Mechanics group of the former Division of Energy
Technology (previously Mechanical Engineering). The current
members of the group are Ian Shepherd, John Davy, Des
Burton, Frank laFontaine, Ian Pearson, Ian Dunn, Rex
Broadbent and Tony Swallow. The range of staff expertise
spans the areas of acoustics, vibration,fluid mechanics and
electronics which are all necessary to contribute to world class
research.
The groups' activities fall into one of three levels of research
namely strategic research, tactical research and testing.
Strategic research, of general relevance, is undertaken as an
investment in the scientific future of the group but is notdirec tlyapplicableto a particular problem. Theoutputofsuchactivity is in the form of published information such as journal or
conference papers. Tactical research is aimed at solving a
particular problem or group of problems and is normally
undertaken as a collaborative project which is funded wholly
or partially by the external beneficiaries. Testing is carried
out on a fee-for-service basis for consultants and manufacturersand/orusersoftheproduct(s).
Listed below are some of the groups activities over the past
few years:
• Acoustic testing facilities. The Division has one of the
most comprehensive acoustic test facilities in Australia. A
complexoffivereverberantchambers,ananechoicchamber and three impedance tubes allows sound power,
acoustic absorption and transmission loss measurements
to be made on most types of construction and on machinery in general. The facilities are available for use on a
fee-for-servicebasis.
• Building Acoustics. The acoustic characteristics of
various building elements such as walls, doors, windows,
floors and roofs have been measured and modelled
mathematically.
Machinery noise control. Various types of machinery
have been successfully quietened. These include lawnmowers, air conditioners, vacuum cleaners, washing machines, hair dryers and ventilating fans for mining and
automotive applications.
Duct acoustics. Theoretical (Finite-Element and FiniteDifference techniques) and experimental research determined the acoustic transmission properties of various duct
elements such as lined and rigid walled ducts, bends of

various design, splitters and terminations. The elements
were characterised in a way which allowed a "systems" approached to the acoustic design of duct systems.
• Active Attenuation. Several systems were developed
which cancelled ductborne sound by injecting an artificially generated sound of opposite signature. Attenuation greater than 20 dB was achieved on random
broad-band noise over the frequency range from 20
Hz to 700 Hz. The systems offered no resistance to
air-flow in the duct and worked at low frequencies
where conventional methods are ineffective.
Machine Dynamics. The dynamic behaviour of machines
has been modelled mathematically and the models solved
numerically on computer. This has facilitated prediction of
dynamicbehaviourofmachineswithoutrecoursetophysical testing. Both time domain (transient response) and
frequency domain solutions have been obtained.
• Active Vibration Isolation.
Active vibration isolation
mounts, which offer reduced transmission isolation at high
frequencies while maintaining a low frequency restraint
function, are under development. These are essentially
low-pass filters for fluctuating forces, which have a steeper
cut-off slope than conventional systems.
Combustion noise. Sound generated by combustion has
beeninvestigatedonseveraloccasions.lthasbeenpossible, in some cases, to reduce the noise considerably by
modifying the fuel-air mixing process. More fundamental
research on the interaction of sound and combustion is
current.
• Fan noise. The latest theories of aerodynamic sound
generation have been applied to centrifugal and axiai-flow
fans. This has involved detailed measurement of the flow
patterns in the fans, but enables the fan tonal noise to be
predicted and has revealedstrategiesfornoiseminimisation.
• Fluid Flow Mapping. A new optical technique for mapping
the distribution of fluid flow velocities over a plane has
been developed. The technique is called Particle Image
Velocimetry (PIV) and is many times faster than any other
known method. The CSIRO system is being developed to
increase its speed and convenience further. The system
allows the measurement of instantaneous flow velocities
at an indefinite number of points on a plane simultaneously
and has been used with great success to measure flow
patterns around bodies and in fans for calculations relating
to the production of aerodynamic sound.
Enquiries relating to the activities of this group should be
directed to Mr Ian Shepherd (03) 5562674.
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AAS Annual Conference
ruth, Apri l1990
Achieving consensus between ee ' Iinear' and 'non-~neat'
people in a design team is essential for a IVgh QUality inleoor
norse climate to be ceaeec, according to Prof essor Haro ld
Marsh.lI ln his opet1lng address to the Conference. Acousti·
ce ne aM engineers. of course are ' linear' people. working
from physical laws and physical con straints. Our phYSICal
laws. how ever, cannot always explain the experience of ' roon·
linear' poople soch as the "craftspeople" {musicians IIIC.) and
' power' plIOple (fir'larlCe. polmcs. med'a). ' We need to recoenise their input if a satisfactory end reecn is to be achieved;
and Professor MarshaJl went on to show hoW a l est eccceec
modellmg process can facili!a.l e this int8l'action

With tile prolonged &Iflines dispule of 1989. the scheduled
November Conference having to be postponed to April 1990.
Fortunately. all but three of the authors were able to attend
the postpor>&d Conference. though many wElre undoutlIedly
,ncorweoienced to some extenl. HopeIully thesuccessofthis
Conl ....enc. hlUl erased memClfiesol November 1989!

This presentBtion held eocot 75 delegates spellbound. and
set the cootext for the following papers on the theme ' Interior
Noise Climates' .
louis Chalil s opened the second day w'!h an histofic "tolJr·
through New Parliament HouSEl, Canberra The ConI8I'en«l
the me provided afrtting forum for him to illustr81e the host of
t hallenges which face the ecocescer coosuhant on a project of
that magnilude. To I1ave Louis as a keynote speakerrecog'
nised his role in thll tproject.arld in overcoming lhe ' t ultural
tn nge' to be serected ahead of overseas cooslJltaots!
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A AS Ftdm>IPraidm lSl rphDlSQ.m
udJ.", - "" !'rof Huroid M<" ,,,,,1I
_ M ", !w ",lraJIwillr"Ki/rin i/jJp<t'CilJIiOflo{lrb<WIlribur/orl"'u,_"

In lt1e ctosing sessKln tcos suggested thai an appropriate
themeforafutureConfe<eroce . asa sequel tothe ' ineerlnonlineat' concept 01 Professor Marshall. would be ' Politics and
ACOlJstics' .
a ut where Were the Arthltect s ? •
The Conlerence
theme was an architectural one, so the organisers sent 750
brccncree to RAIA members in Western Australia · we receive<lnot a single query. let alone a regist' llt lonr We phoned
up about 30 local architecls and received a very lukBWlI rm response,·if we have a problem. weglllll consuhant ..... One
wonders what happens on all the projects consultams don't
see! If this is typicaJ of other stetes. tben the Society has
a major challenge before it in bli dging the gap between
acousticians and architects
Presidlml's Pr ize .
A highlight oI llle Conlerence was
the awarding ol ltle first Pr&Sldent'sPrizeforthe best paper by
an AAS . member presented III the Conl erertee. This was
won by As soc lst. Pr ot-nor Mlch••1Norton 01the Department ol Mechanical Engineering at UlNA and his assistant
J ul ea Sori a (now al Stanford Unillersrty) for their plI pel" on !he
lape recording ol sound inlenslly signals vla the quafler ·
square mulbplief principle

The Best Conl ...nt. Oln"..r I Have Been to
•••
These word$ of Karold Marshall were ec:hoBd by many delegates who enjoyed superb food and local Wlnes in the delighlful visual seltin g ol the Royal FreshWater Ba~ Yacht Club
and the equally delightful acoustiC lII1Vironment provided by
' Slf ingybach' . Likewise, the Cottesloe B&achResort proved a
relaxed, intimate venue tor ine main sessions. Some 01 the
morE/i(l\rapid visitorSWlIf e $&en swimrning on tile Wedrtesday
altE/rnoonOeforeltl e Sundownerl
Thenk s, folk s . • • The Conlerence received a set-back

S~p/rt>n Stlmum. Ff'dml / Prrsld,.,,,. ptr>f'n" <I Kifl 10 Loc.
i1 Ch<llIis in

lJI'f'"d4tk>nof lruronlr/hurlol1",AI'ynotr . pnlUr .

AA SFnJtrol l'rnidml Slf'phM s"", lOrbJ1">f'llIS A........ "'!'rofrwx
MicIratl Notron willr lllr iNNgr,rtll l'MrJdf'rrl i J'W,r./of' tIor""", ,,,, UI,,,,
di~_ P'f'M"lrd Q IIM Cattfrffl>Or · Q"

Ir...
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Financially, the Conference produced a modest profit,
thanks mainly to the support of the four major sponsors:
Anselt Airlines, Bruel & Kiaer (Aust) Pty Ltd, CSR (Bradford
Insulation) and Warburton Franki (Rion). Thanks also to the
keynotespeakersandauthorsforthehardwork,andtothose
who helped with organisation.
Extra, Extra . . . Conference Proceedings are currently
available from AAS. (WA Division), P.O. Box 7055,
Cloisters Square, PERTH WA 6000.
Please enclose a cheque for (Australian) $45.00 each copy,
which includes postage within Australia and New Zealand.
For overseas orders, please add (Australian) $5.00 for each
copy ordered. After 20 April 1991, any remaining copies of
the proceedings will be available through theA.A.S. PublicationsOfficer (see Information Page)
John Macpherson.

Focus Group Reports
Six focus groups were held - three on each day, with the
aim of stimulating discussion on topical issues, drawing forth
the anecdotes, opinions and ideas of delegates who were not
presenting papers and fostering networking among people
with common interests.
The groups were opened by introductory speakers who
briefly discussed the topic from their own viewpoint. The
facilitator then opened the topic to the group. A summary of
each of the groups is presented below.

•

using full height glass partitioning;
Density of people is important. People complain less if
they have their own "space";
Amelioration of problems through behavioural change was
discussed.

Summary
There appears to bea need for an Australian Standard to
address some of the issues raised.

2. Industrial BUildings
Facilitator - Paul Keswick (Sound & Vibration Technology,
WA)
Introductory speakers: Barry Carson (Bradford Insulation,
WA) and Robert Flddoch (Archiplan, WA).
This group looked at a specific issue:"Should statutory building approvals require that acoustically
absorptive treatment be installed in new industrial buildings at
the time of construction?"
Some typical dollar costings were presented for a new
factoryroof:• Withzincalumeandmeshgulters$18,500-$19,000
installed;
• With50mmperforatedAnticonincluded$25,000-$26,000;
• To lift roof and insulate later$39,000-$41,000.
Some of the benefits were identified:-

1. Open Plan Offices

Energy Saving ... Energy saving of 3-5% in a small
factory (from group members' recollection) and improved light
reflectance with foil facing.

Facilitator - Louis Challis (Challis & Associates Ply Ltd, NSW)
Introductory speakers:- Marion Burgess (ADFA, Canberra),
Colin Nicholas (Architect, WA) and Peter Barrett (Education
DepartmentWA).

Lower Occupational Noise Levels. .. Effective in the
reverberant field but not at close operator positions and effectiveforlargenumbersofemployeesinafactory, not effective
in quiet factories with few employees.

The introductory remarks and subsequent discussion
centredaroundfourmainissues:Acoustic Performance
Laboratorydataisavailableformanycomponentsbutmay
have liltlerelevance in practice;
• Detailed design guides are now available.
•

•
•

Acoustic Masking
A view was put that masking noise should be avoided as it
could result in increased worker stress levels overtime;
Counter view was that masking is necessary but must be
carefully designed by experts;

Budget and Brief
Architect has to realise the brief within a budget, which
often dictates whether the result is "human" or "Spartan",
Architect needs three levels of consultation at all stages;
management-workers-acousticconsultant;
• Problems arise when the client's needs change, causing a
design change which affects the acoustics;
• There is an unfortunate perception by some clients that
detailed specification of acoustic and ergonomic requirementswillmaketheprojecttoocostly.
•

•

•
•

Ergonomic and Personnel Factors
Open plan is more flexible than enclosed offices but not
necessarily cheaper as is commonly thought;
There is a tendency to "open view" rather than open plan,

Lower Environmental Noise Levels. .. Factories with
lining can sustain higher internal levels if near residential
areas,representinggreaterflexibilityinleasingandoperating
(especially if lining is combined with extra transmission
barrier) and changing uses over the years represents a possibleretrofitcost.
OtherBeneflts ... Improved productivity due to improved
speech intelligibility, general comfort and safety, lower workers' compensation payouts, increased production etc.; and
addresses traditional inequality between blue collar workers in
the "sweat shop" versus white collar workers in airconditioned comfort.
Summary
It is common for absorptive treatment to be incorporated in
new commercial industrial estates, as this becomes a marketingfeature. The consensus was, however,lhatarequiremenl
forabsorplivetrealmenlcould not be justified on the grounds
of any one benefit. However, the combined benefits are such
that absorptive treatment is likely to be highly desirable
in terms of cost benefits. There is a need for research to
quantify the benefits of a treated factory against the standard
reverberant factory. The group also felt governments could
lead the way by treating all new industrial-type buildings.
Developers need a simple guide as to the types of materials
to use for industrial buildings where treatment is likely to be
needed.

3. Acoustics in Schools
Facilitator - Norbet Gabriels (Building Management Authority,
WA).
Introductoryspeakers:-Anne Macpherson (Deputy Principal,
Australind S.H.S., WA), Mike Kateifides (P.W.D., NSW,
Geoff Barnes (Acoustic Design, Vic.) and Warwick Williams
(NAL., NSW).
This group provided an interesting example of Professor
Marshall's "linear/non-linear" concept. Anne Macpherson, in
the role of"craftperson", outlined the acoustical requirements
from a teacher's viewpoint, while the Acousticians grappled
with the technical implications.

•
•
•

Leq,shortperiodsdownt060secondspossible,15
minutes typical.
Leq,pluspeak,e.g., helicopters;
Formusic,8dBabovebackgroundinanyoctaveband
(previously 63Hz and 125Hz).

Summary
There is a need for effective land use planning if past
mistakes are not to be repeated. This calls for the careful
detaiiing of planning application procedures, assessment
parameters, and acceptability criteria. The involvement of
non-technical people in the planning process needs to be
approached creatively in line with Professor Marshall's "linear/
non-linear"model.

Some of the issues raised and discussed were:•

Need for total intelligibility of teacher's voice when
teaching languages;
Need for full modulation of teacher's voice to be audible in
languages and other areas of teaching;
• Need for teaching rooms to be neither too absorptive nor
too reverberant;
• Externalnoiseproblemsfromotherclasses(especially
clusterschools),outdooractivities,traffic,etc.
Planning issues were also raised, in particular a case in
NSW where a new school is to be located under a flight path.
The group resolved:- That the A.A.S. adopt the followingpositionregardingacousticsinschools:There is a need for acoustic evaluation to be an integral part
of the site selection and site planning process. This early involvementisconsidered imperative if the acoustical needs of
the learning environment are to be met.
The need for this evaluation should be brought to the attention of the Education Ministers for their action in modifying
land acquisition processes and acoustic design procedures.

4. Noise and Urban Planning
Facilitator - Stephen Samuels (ARRB, Victoria).
Introductory speakers: John lambert (E.PA, SA),
Allan Herring (Herring Storer Acoustics, WA) and
Tom Brazier (Perth City Council, WA).
Historically, environmental agencies have been set up to
patch up planning decisions made 50 - 100 years ago in a
society where people walked to work. There is presently a
need for effective land use planning so that the decisions
made today don't saddle future generations with the same problems. Such planning ieads to change and objection, with
many projects ending up in lengthy legal battles. Councils
and government agencies are called onto make courageous
decisions-"politicsversusengineering".
Several possible legislative strategieswerediscussed:• Maximum permanent noise levels rather than comparison
with measured background levels; and
• BUfferzones-difficulty in establishing size, expensive.
Music from hotels, discos etc. and outdoor concerts was
highlighted as a major current cause of complaint (85% of
complaints in one case). This is both a planning problem
(changed land uses e.g., football ground becomes a concert
venue, with attendant parking problems) and an assessment
problem.
Criteria for assessment were discussed in relation to both
music and other noise, for example:-

5. Noise Labelling
Facilitator - Stuart Maclachlan (SPCC, NSW).
Introductory speakers: Ian Eddington ( Toowoomba CAE,
Old.), Owen Jeffries (CWAI representative on Hearing Conservation Advisory Committee, WA) and Nell Byrne (AMWU,
TLC representative on HCAC, WA).
In general,thegroupperceivedtwodistinctforumsforthe
labelling debate -environmental protection and occupational
health. The "Green Spot" campaign for example aims at
achieving a lower noise environment in the home or for the
neighbours, while occupational noise iegislation requiring
"provision of information" aims to achieve lower occupational
noise exposures. In both forums, the two important issues
were:• Is labelling meant to assist an informed purchasing choice?
• Or,islabellingintendedtoadviseimmissionlevelsto
achieve compliance with an exposure standard?
In terms of occupational noise, labelling raised a number of
concerns related to standardisation of measurement procedures, policing, and the practical difficulty and costoflabellin9
existing machines in operation in a workplace.
Labelling was, however, also seen to be desirable, evenessentialintheoccupationalcontextsincepresentnoisesurvey
requirements were not getting the information to workers and
trigger mechanisms are needed to make employees aware of
noise hazards so appropriate action can betaken.
Several strategies for occupational noise labelling were
discussed,inciuding:•

Provision of technical information in the form ofa data
sheet prior to or at the point of supply;
• A"hazardalert"label;and
• Noise labels on existing plant in the workplace, detailing
noise exposure data.

While there was general agreement on the relevance of the
first two strategies, the third raised concerns regarding the
practical difficulties of providing a label with accurate data in
an understandable form, especiaily when this data may be
confused with environmental noise labelling data.
Summary
Noise labelling was seen to be far more advanced in the
environmental context than in the occupational context. Simplicity is essential and dual systems need to be avoided
if possible. The audience needs to be identified and the labels designed accordingly. A good public information campaignisneededfornoiselabellingtobesuccessful.
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WITH A GASCOM 2376

NO NONSENSE
NOISE CONTROL

NOISE MONITOR

SPECIFICATIONS
• Succe s sfully uUl/sed by loc al

AC Power Input
220-250V 50160 Hz, 7VA. (Othar vol tages 10 or der.I
Trigger Range
60 dB-129dB. (40 dB· t 09 dB with optio nal high gain
mic rophon e.)
InputWeighllng

gClVernment , indllstry , commerci al
sites and In en/eft alnment venues .
• Easily install ed by any licens ed
eleetT/cal contra ctor . Full inslalla·
tlon manual supplied.

Linear. A l a w, eete rnet,
Triggerle'lel
± 0.25 dB.
Response
± 0.5 dB 30 Hz· 15 Khz.
Ti ming Accuracy
Nomi nal ± 0.05% . Sub ject to mains supp ly acc urac y.
AC Monitor Outp ut
OdBm at trigger level.

• Simply dial up required threshold
level when installed
• Tamper p roo/ - Iock lng steel
enclosur e p reven' s unauthor ised

eaiustment,
• Calib ratio n is ach ie ved using a
Brue l & Kla er soun d /eve/ calib rator
type 4230 with 12.5 mm (~ inch}
adaptor.

Swllche d Output
Isolated rnrcrc ewncn relay. Max . toad 240V 2A. AC.
GREAT AU STRALIAN SOUN D COM PANY
(02) 417 4588 . FAX (02) 417 6660

BOll570, Willoughby , N.S.W.2068,Aultlalia
4/108 Warrane Road, Chal swoo d 2067

CIRRUS 700 SERIES - SOUND LEVEL
METERS AND DOSEMETERS
•
•
•
•

Fully Programmab le function s
Select any 16 from over 120 options
2 Channel Instrument
Measur es, Stores , Calculates, Hecalls,
Communicates and more

• Continuous Storage of Short Leq.
• Selected intervals and Data Storage
for Event Recording
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that may not be such a bad process.
The ecological movement has created a powerful ethos
in the last decade: one that seeks to moderate and
simplify our technology. Do you see any threat to progress in expensive, sophisticated research programs like
high energy physics and superconductivity from the rlsing ecological consciousness?

When I finished as Director of Physical Sciences in CSIRO I
was fifty-eight and had about seven years' employment to
look forward to. It was nice to come back to science practice
working on any of CSIRO's projects to which I could contribute. I have several collaborative programs with CSIRO divisions in Sydney: I work with Warren King, a former PhD student, on Gallium Arsenide transistors at Radiophysics. I help

Not really. Certainly at one end of physics research we are
building superconducting supercolliders and so on. But at the
other end we have developed very subtle devices: SQUIDS
for detecting tiny magnetic fields, efficient semiconductors for

~~th ~~~~~~~re:I~:. Sid~ s~:~~ I :o~~u;~:e~~ ~~:~r:sne~r~~
jects with Suszanne Thwaites, also a former PhD student, at NML, Applied Physics in Sydney, both commercial
projects so I can only say that they are not musical or

~~~~:~~~~~iIZ~t'~:~i~~sfor :~:~::e~f ::~~c~~~~s;sa~~ ~~~;

doing things in gentle, economical and beautiful ways quite
compatible with ecological concerns.
Even mining can aim to take only what is necessary with
complete restoration of the environment afterwards - that is
not an unreasonable requirement. The biggest threat to the
environment is population growth, but the regulation of that is
a sociological problem rather than a scientific one.

medical but they are interesting.
But I am doing a
musical project with Moya Henderson, an Australian composer who was artist in residence at Applied Physics and
has ideas for new percussion instruments. I am involved
with work on membrane biosensors up at food research _
the sensing of minute quantities of substances in the body.
I also participate in a joint project between Telectronics, the
heart pacemaker people, CSIRO and ANSTO at Lucas
Heights on ceramic energy storage capacitors - back in the

What are your impressions of the effectiveness of the
solid-state field.
Academy of Sciences and what are its impacts on emergThat's a broad spectrum of work and there are a few little
ing populations of scientists?
. extras like the birdsong theory that I published recently, and
The Academy has tried to become effective in science eduthe work at ADFA where my laboratory from UNE was transcation at upper school level over the past, say, twenty years. I ferred so I can follow up these ideas on nonlinearity and
think they have been very successful In biological sciences chaos in spare moments, or if someone like Bob Perrin comes
and in geology. The chemistry materials they have brought visiting with the time to do the physical measurements.
n
e;:t
The most enjoyable and valuable part of your career as
at least half a million dollars to put out a set of texts and a
a physicist: I suppose you will say it's what you are
couple of years' work.
doing now.

~~~;~~ee~~:;i;~~~t~~~g

h~~~~:nw;u~~:~e~~~~in~t ~~~~~

We've been rather less successful in influencing government, I think. The government doesn't seem to see the Academy as a resource - we are rarely consulted on areas of our
expertise and overview. Government apparently favours hired
consultants! Our other Academy _ Technical Sciences and
Engineering - has a more direct path to government because

It is! I was just about to say that. In terms of enjoyment it
must be about what I am doing now. I suppose the other
times that I remember were in the late sixties, early seventies
when I had six graduate students working in various parts of
solid state, some on ice, some on superionic crystals. It was
when the physics department at New England was growing

~~~: ~~~h~t :~~bge~~e~~~~~:uen~i~; :~~nst~~a~~t~h:i~or~~~ ~~d ~:~n:~m:~~e ~~~;~n9gai~i:~ ~~:~~df~~~:n~~~ ~~::~~u~~

report on space sciences did not result in the action hoped for.
All the Academies are working hard to communicate with
government but we certainly have not reached the level of the
Royal Society in England or the America Academy of SCi-

tics projects were gathering pace with three or four peopie and new ideas were popping up. I always like it when
things are starting to move ina newfield after the initial struggle to master the existing knowledge and technique. That

ences in consuttlnq with government.
How does the Academy see the state of science in
Australia?
I don't know what the Academy's response to the ASTEC
report was: it would have been a compound of the views of

was a bit grim, trying to get back to the special disciplines and
new procedures. But now the projects are rolling and some
are showing results. I look forward to continuing this way for
the next five years.

the Academy'S specialist committees. The National Committee for Physics would have prepared an assessment of the
reliability of ASTEC's conclusions on the state of physics.
There was a general agreement that the report was about
right: things are not looking good. I would expect the position
of the Academy to be: yes, that's about the state of things.
Now what's going to be done about it? That's what we all
want to know.
So it's in the government's court now, and with the
election process running, the response will be delayed.
And now what are you doing at Research School of
Physics Sciences at ANU while stfJI working for CSRIO?

~::~~~~k~~P~~:a~~~~~;~~~u~~::~:~~Sw~~~~heS~r~t~~:~

The things I take on now are mostly shorter term projects. I
look for results in six months or so and then can go on to
another stage in the work: usually practical, applicable work.
The chaos theory I do in spare moments is continuing and I
find it stimulating. I enjoy keeping in touch with broader
issues in science through the Academy committees. But I
don't yet feel like the man who said "I don't care if this wine
will repay further cellaring; at my age I don't even buy green
bananas!"
You're not as pessimistic as that!
No.I'mnotthatpessimisticl

BOOK REVIEWS
FUNDAMENTALS OF NOISE
AND VIBRATION ANALYSIS
FOR ENGINEERS
Michael Norton
Cambridge UniversityPress, 1989,pp 619,
Soft Cover ISBN 0 521 34941 9, '
Hard Cover ISBN 0 521 34148 5
Distributor: Cambridge University Press,
10Stanford Rd, OakJeigh,Vic, 3166.Price:
Soft Covers A$49.50

There many good books on noise
control and vibration control at the
specialist levelsand at the undergraduate
levels. One may legitimately ask why
there isa need for another book on the
subject. Infact,theauthor used more than
half of the book's preface to justify the
publication of this book. After reading this
book,ldoagreethatthisisnotjust
another book.
As the title suggests, this book is
targeted for engineering students with its
emphasis being placed on highlighting
the relationships between noise and
vibration,andtheapplicationstoindustrial
noise control. In order to treat the two
inter-related fields of noise and vibration
in one single volume, the author had to
make a judgement on what is essential
to the understanding and application of
the fundamental principles and inevitably
had to leave out some other topics which
are normally covered in books that are
written primarily on vibrationor acoustics.
On balance, I feel topics have been
carefully chosen and have served to
demonstratethe basic principlesand their
applications in practice.
The book is divided into eight chaplers,
each of which contains substantial
material,hasilsownlistofreferencesand
nomenclature,and is quite sell-contained.
Chapter 1, consisting of just over 100
pages, introduces the fundamentals of
mechanical vibrations. Conventional
topics such as Lagrange's equations,
methods of influence coefficients and
transfer matrices have been omitted,
without compromisingthe basics.Chapter
2, dealing with the fundamentals of
acoustics, includes the acoustic wave
equation,acousticsourcemodelsanda
discussion of the generation of
aerodynamic sound. Chapter 3 draws on
the fundamentals in the first two chapters
to provide the link between the structural
vibrationfield and the acoustic sound field
and this has been accomplished in an
elegant manner.Basic noise and vibration
instrumentation and measurement
techniques are introduced in Chapter 4
together with some noise and vibration
control procedures.The author has rightly
pointed out that there is a wide scope to

be covered in noise and vibration control
procedures. However, the inclusion of
loudness contourswould help to illustrate
the response of the human ear and the
variousweightingfunctions used for noise
measurements.Furthermore,this chapter
could benefit from a brief description of
the environmental aspects of noise such
astrafficnoise,communitynoise,hearing
conservation, etc. The exclusion of
mufflers comes as a real surprise
especially because this book is intended
for engineers. Techniques for signal
analysis are described inChapler5but
are only limited to the basics. Digital
filtering technique has not been
mentioned. Two advanced topics are
treated in Chapters 6 and 7. Chapter 6
introduces the technique of statistical
energy analysis for noise and vibration
analysis. Chapter 7 is a case study on
flow-induced noise and vibrations in
pipelines. The choice of this case study,
while reflecting the authors own
experience and expertise in the subject,
does serve to demonstrate well the use
of the concepts and tools introduced in
the earlier chapters.The book concludes
with Chapter 8 on the use of noise and
vibrationas a diagnostictool. This chapter,
supplemented with quite a number of
practicalexamples,isveryusefulasthe
field of condition monitoring is of
increasing interest to industry.
Adequate references to journal papers
and specalistbooks have been provided
for the readerto follow up details on some
topics or derivation of some formulaelequations. Although the approach
adopted is basically mathematical, the
author has successfully and consistently
drawn on practical examples to illustrate
importantconcepts.Some useful practical
rules of thumb are also included. Unlike
mosttextbooks,there isa lack of worked
examples. However, this is largely offset
by a good selection of problems for each
chapter with answers provided.
Apart from some typographical
mistakes in part of the text and equations
which are almost unavoidable in text of
this size, the book is very well written and
structured and is a delight to read.
Importantconceptsare reiteratedthroughout the text to keep the reader's mind in
focus,which I have found very helpfuland
which unfortunatelyhas often been found
missing in most text books. From my own
lecturing experience, undergraduate
students often find it hard to intergratethe
knowledge and tools learnt in different
subjects.The book is an excellent attempt
in providing an intergrated and coherent
approach to noise and vibration analysis
and the author should be highly
commended for his efforts. This is

certainly a textbook that I would
recommend for undergraduate engineering studentsto use. Postgraduatestudents
and practising engineers in noise control
will also find it very useful. The book is
a 'must' for every engineering library.
Joseph Lai
Joseph Lai is a Senior Lecturer in the
Department of Mechanical Engineering at
the Australian Defence Force Academy. In
addition to his lecturing responsibilities,
he is Director of the Acoustics and
Vibration Centre which has been
established in the Department.

GUIDE TO ACOUSTIC
PRACTICE,
2nd Edition
BBC Engineering
British Broadcasting Corporation, London, 1990, pp 144, spiral binding, ISBN
0563 36079 8. Direct purchase from
Business Manager, BBC Arch. and Civil
Eng. Dept, Broadcasting House, London W1A 1M, UK. Price (including airmail) £35.00.

The first edition of the BBC Guide to
Acoustic Practice was produced in 1980
and this 2nd edition presents updated,
reorganised and extended information.
The content was prepared by Keith
Rose with the assistance of staff from
the research, architectural and engineering departments of the BBC.
The first three sections represent the
categories in which studio acoustic surveysareundertaken; noise, sound insulation and room acoustics. The first
section deals with such topics as construction noise, mechanical services
noise, environmental noise and noise
from electrical services. Each is dealt
with somewhat briefly and the emphasis
is on the relevance to studio design.
The sound insulation section covers the
performance of the range of components in studio buildings. As well as
information of the types of suitable constructions, there are comments based
on experience with flanking paths etc.
The text of this section is followed bya
number of typical sections and details.
The room acoustics section discusses
the various types of absorbers and their
application to studios. Photographsof
some installations complement the
sketches and details. The last four sections deal with control room layouts,

acoustic effect of studio furniture, timing
of acoustic tests and a glossary of
terms.

three of the most senior investigatorsof
the question "Why do we hear sounds
the way we do?"

The information in the guide is clearly
and concisely presented and it is very
readable, with no mathematical equations. The style of the publication, with
text followed by diagrams, is reminiscentofan internal report. This book
is well described by its title; it is a "guide
to acoustic practice" and provides the
necessary background information to allow understanding of the basic principlesandthereasonsforparticularaspeets of the design. It also guides the
reader to an appreciation of the importanceofdetailsforensuringsatisfactory acoustic performance.

The field of research into the basic
mechanisms of hearing for the last decade has been exceedingly dynamic,
with the discovery that the "sensory"
cells in the cochler, are not simply sensory. The outer hair cells are motor
cells and are probably the fastest moving cells in the body. What is not clear
in 1990 is just how fast these cells
are.
Direct measurements of cochlearstructures in vivo have been
used to imply that they must drive the vibration of the cochlear partition up to
the highest audible frequencies by bats
(100kHz),whereasthemostconvincing
evidence in vitro suggests that they may
respond up to about 3 kHz and one reportsuggestsperhaps8kHzandanother30kHz. The resolution of this conflict
is absolutely central to the whole field
of endeavour because it places constraints upon the actual mechanism responsible for fine frequency selectivity
in mammals. In turn, the elucidation of
this mechanism will critically determine
models for explaining most psychophysical phenomena including masking
phenomena and the origins of sensorineuralhearinglossand how to treat
and prevent it.

The book would be of benefit to those
who need an understanding of the
acoustic requirements of studios and
the type of constructions which have
been found to be satisfactory. It would
be a valuable addition to the libraryofa
College or University, of an architect or
designer and of interest to anyone
working in the area of acoustic design.
It certainly represents good value.
Marion Burgess
Marion Burgess is research officer at
the Acoustics and Vibration Centre of
the Australian Defence Force Academy.
Shehasbeen,andstillis,involvedwith
the teaching of architecture students

Basis Issues in Hearing
J Duifhuis, J W Horst & H P Wit
(Editors)
Academic Press, 1988, pp 470, ISBN 0
122233468
Australian Distributor: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Locked bag 16, Marrickville
NSW 2204. Price: A$107.05

The book reports the proceedings of
the 8th International Symposium on
Hearing held at Pateswolde, Netherlands, April 5-9,1988. The 470 page
volume contains 55 papers in six sections titled, "Invited review papers",
"Sensory cell physiology", "Analysing
and modelling the periphery", "Neurophysiology and neural information",
"Psychophysics of pure and complex tones", and "Hearing Impairment
research". Diek Duifhuis (pronounced
"Dowfhouse"), Wiebe Horst and Hero
Wit are mathematicians and psychophysicists with a particularly broad appreciationofauditorynonlinearphenomena. The forward is by Manfred
Schroeder and the review papers are
by Reiner Plomp and Eberhard Zwicker;

Since a popular view is that the outer
hair cells must deliver energy at very
high frequencies Kros and Crawford of
Cambridge, England address the question of how fast they can move in response to cell depolarisation using
patch clamp techniques and this inherently requires a detailed discussion
of ion mobilities and membrane conductances. Gitter and Zenner of Tuebingen present evidence for both slow
and fast motility of the outer hair cells.
The Swedish group headed by Ake
Flock are more Interested in slowmotility and analogies with other cellshortening mechanisms in the body and
the critical role of calcium control of the
contractility.
The first unambiguous evidence of
hair cell activity was otoacousticemmisions, sounds being re-emitted into the
ear canal either spontaneously or in responseto acoustic stimuli and elucidation of these phenomena has involved a
whole series of manipulations of these
emissions by physical. e.g, tones (Norton etal); pharmacological, e.g. aspirin
ingestion (Long et al) means and by
contralateral stimulation (Kemp and
Souter). The editors have produced advanced descriptions of the spontaneous

emissions in terms of Van Der Pol oscillators,
Comparative auditory physiology is
also covered; birds (Manley etal), amphibians (Narins and Wagner) and fish
(Fay and Coombs). Dynamic aspects of
the tuning are covered by Prijs while
Delgutte separates masking into excitatory and suppressive aspects. Neural encoding has many facets, rate and
temporal coding (Javeletal, Horst et al)
the coding of vowel sounds (Palmer)
and the importance of refractoriness
in neural firing patterns (Karamanos
and Miller). Higher centre neural interactions are the topics of Rees and also
Eggermont, while binaural and spatial
effects are treated by MelssenStokkum
and Schellartand Buwalda.
Psychophysical phenomena include
descriptions of fine details of masking
(Festen and Dreschler) signal detection
of gaps (van den Brink and Houtgast;
Green and Forrest),maskingpatternsof
complex tones (Kohlrausch), and timbre
cues in phase perception (Patterson).
Pitchperceptionisrepresented,data
(Fastl) and models (Gaik and Wolf}
Hearing impairments are treated from
the points of view of loss of frequency
selectivity (Florentine and Buus),
pitch discrimination (Moore and Glasberg) and formant detection (Tyler et al)
and the handling of temporal information (Rosen and Smith) in profound loss, Two of the most interesting topics covered in this section
wer-sthe effects of outer hair cell lesions
on frequency selectivity (Smith, Moody
and Stebbins) and two tone effects in
hydropic cochleas (Cazalsand Horner),
The volume is a stimulating collection
of pieces of a jigsaw puzzle which constitutes current basic hearing science,
and for this reason is a valuable reference to add to many such volumes
which have been produced beforehand
and since. The field is certainly imbued
with a high level ofexpectationthatrecent insights will give rise to a substantialpiecingtogetherofthepuzzle
before too long.
EricLePage
Eric Le Page is head of the Hearing
Conservation Unit at the National
Acoustic Laboratories, He is an engineer!physiologist!musicianandhis research interests includebasicmechanisms of hearing, hair cell motility and
individual human susceptibility to hear-
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FOCUS GROUP REPORTS ..

6. Sound Intensity
Facilitator - Marion Burgess (ADFA,
Canberra).
This group functioned as a "commoninterest" group in which members were
able to share experiences regarding
measurement equipment, techniques
and environments. Most of the ts or so
group members had access to sound
intensity equipment and there was general agreement that this is a relevant
technique today.
Someofthediscussionpoints:There isa need for good quality, portable,one-third octave intensity systems
for field use, as the "laboratory" type
systems tend not to be truly portable.
Some of the practical uses to which
sound intensity had been put by group
membersincluded:• noise exposure identification/
location;
• noise source ranking;
• sound power determination on sections of pipeline; and
• identifying enclosure leaks.
A new area of work is measurement
of intensity under various flow conditions, for which there is now a probe
available.
Members mentioned problemsofwindeffects when using standardprobes.
Most members preferred to use a
"scanning" technique over a "point"
measurement technique.
There is a
need for the proposed ISO standard to
standardise scanning methods.
The
use of robotics for scanning was raised
as a possibility.
Members were impressed by the
work of F. J. Fahy. It was suggested
thattheAAS. should consider the possibility of bringing Fahy out to Australia, perhaps around the time of Internoise 1991,to run a sound intensity
course. The course could be either research based or practically based. Melbournewassuggestedasapossiblevenue.
_ _ _ _ Jotm Mecpherson

AWARDS
The Excellence in Acoustics Awards
for 1990 have just been announced.
The winner for Category 1 - Acoustical Design is Peter Knowland & Assoc for the Aoteu Centre, Auckland,
New Zealand.
ThewinnerforCategory2-Engineering Reports is Dr. Ounli Wu for the

PhD thesis on "Determination of the
size of an object, and its location ina
cavity, byeigen frequency shifts".
More details on these awards will be
included in the next issue.

Inter-noise 89 Proceedings
GeorgeCMailing(Editorl
Noise Control Foundation, 1989, pp 1312,2
Orders: Noise Control Foundation, PO Box
2469 Arlington branch, Poughkeepsie, NY
12603, USA. PriceUS$100
(plus $45 for airmail)
The theme of Internoise 89, which
was held at Newport Beach, USA,
was "Engineering for Environmental
Noise Control".
The Proceedings
contain 267 four to six page papers
onawidevarietyoftopics.
"Criteria for Controlling Noise and Vibration", by Leo Beranek, was one of
the distinguished papers.
This 42
page paper provides an overview of
the various criteria for indoor and outdoor exposures. He also refers to the
non-logarithmic unit for sound exposure,
the pasqual. The second distinguished
paper was given by Jiri Tichy on "Noise
Control Applications of Sound Intensity".
This 23 page paper includes the applications to sound power measurements,
transmission loss, sound absorption,
source identification, propagation and
diffraction.
The contributed papers are classified
into nine main categories: General (9
papers), Emission: Noise Sources (46),
Physical phenomena (9), Noise Control Elements (36), Vibration and
Shock (16), Immission - Physical Aspects (39), Immission - Effects (28),
Analysis (77) and Requirements (7).
With such a large range of topics covered,theproceedingswillbeofinterest
to all those concerned with any aspect
of noise control technology.
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Marion Burgess

ADVERTISER INDEX
Waves in Random Media
In January 1991, the Institute of Physics is launching a new quarterly journal
called Waves in Random Media which
will provide a forum for the publication
of papers covering new and original theoretical developments and new experimantalornumericalstudiesdemonstrating basic principles and theories.
Further information: lOP Publishing
Ltd, Techno House, Redcliffe Way, Bristol BS1 6NX, UK.
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FUTURE EVENTS
- lndicates an Australian Confer9rlCe

1991
Febrl,ll ry 24-27, ATLANTA
35th CONVENTION OF AMERICAN
INSTITUTE Of ULTRASOUND IN
MEDICINE
DBtails: AlUM, 4405 East· WlIISt Highway , Suite 50 4, B«hesda, MD 208' 4,
USA

April 211· M.y 3, BALTIMORE
MEETING OF ACOUSTiCAl SOCIETY
Of AMERICA
DBrails: Acoustical Socifiy 01 AmlJrica,
500 SVIlIIysith BJIId. Woodbury, NY
1l 797, USA
May 4-5, AHNAPOUS
INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON
MUSiCAl ACOUSTICS
QQtaJ1s: Catgvt Aclwstical Soci9ry. 112
ES~>I

Ave, Montclair, N.J. 07042, USA.

May 1-9, BALANTONFURED
9th FASE SYMPOSIUM
QQra,1s: Optica~ Acoustical & Filmtech ·
nica lSoc., H ·137 1, Budape st, PP 80>1
433, H ungary .

July 1-4, lE TOUOUET
ULTRASONICS INTERNATIONAL 9 1
Det ails: Ulrra:ronics Int erna tion al 9 1.
Butt &rWOlth ScWntilic LJd , P.O. 80>163We stbury Hous e, Bury St Gu ildfO'd.
Surrey GU2 5BH , U.K.

• July 8-12, SYDNEY
INTERNATIONAL MECHANICAL
ENGINEERINGCONGRESS
D9fails:Conlerence~, lnslitu600

01Engineers. 11 NarionalCitcuit,Batfon,

- November 25-29, MELBOURNE
ASIA· PACIFIC VIBRAOON
CONFERENCE 91
Details: ConIfHfH/C9 ConV9tlOT.Centre
IO' M~ CoM'rcnMonitoring, MOo

Clayton, V"lC!oria3t68

AC T 26 00

tIIl$ hUrlivwsity ,

July 15-", SO UTHAMPTON
4TH CONFERENCE ON RECENT
ADVANCES IN STRUCTURAL
DYNAMICS
09fails: Conf~ S9Cferary . JSVR,
SouthMrlplon S095NH. U.K.

• November 2&-28,BRISBANE
WESTERN PACIFIC REGKl JllAL
ACOUSTICS CONFERENCE IV
Delai/$: Conf_rI(» ConV9fIOi', P.O .
80Jr155, North Oua y, QUflfHlsland

Augu111i- 24, A1X·EN-PROVENCE
12TH INTERNATIONALCONFER·
ENCE ON PHONETIC SCIENCES
D9fail3: Secretaria t, Universite de Pro-

• December 2-4, SYDNEY
INTER-NOISE 9 1
Delai/$: /PACE, P.O. Box 1, Kens il'lgl on,

""'2.

NSW 2033

veri(». 29 Avenw Robert Schuman
1362 1, Ai>l-fffl ·Pro venC& Cede>l1,

FraJlCfl.
October 8-10, THE HAGUE
3rd INTERNATIONAl SYMPOSIUM ON
SHIPBOARD ACOUSTICS
DeriV/s: Ms Me itl ardi. rn o COrpo ra re
Com mvnic;;ltklns Dept, P.O, Box 29 7,
250 ' BOTheHague, The Nel hs rlands.

November 4-8, HOUSTON
MEETING OF ACOUSTICAL SOCIETY
Of AMERICA
Details: AmusticM Society of AmBric:a.
500 Surln~icN Blvd, Woodbuty, NY
H797,USA.

1992
May 11-15 , SALT LAKE CITY
MEETING OF ACOUSTICAl SOCIETY
Of AMERICA
DlIfil ;Js:Aoousl;ealSoc:;"tyolAm"riea,
500 SuMyside Blvd, WoodbuIy, NY

11797,USA

September 3-10. BEIJING
14lhICA
Detail$: lnslitule ol ~lics, CNnt#S9

kaDemy of ScNmcfts . P.O. Box 2112 ,

&i jng 100080, China
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Real-time Frequency Analyzer
-&1 Type 2143

Whatever problem you 'are working on (quality control. noise and vibration analysis or environmental
noise, for e xample), this Bruel & Kje r "go-anywhere" analyser gives you the perfect solution.
Designed f or use in the fi eld, it offers you:
• Tru e por tabi lity (it weighs less than IOk ~) • Ad vanced trigg ered multt spectrum facility • BaUery
ope ra tion 1/1-, 113-, 1112· and 1I24·octave digitallillcr s . A back-llr display . r CfMS-DOX compatible
disk for mat . A water -resista nt front panel . A la rge non-volatile memor y (or over SI2 1f3·octav e
speclra . Uirecl . pr eamp lifier and chaege inpuls . O ption for F.":T . opera tion . Easy oper ation with
en -screen help funclion . Out put to a var iety of pr inter-; . Opt ion for two channel upgrad e.

BrLiel & Kja!r

NEW SOUTH WALES.
(02) 4502066

WEST AUSTRAUA
(09) 481 0189

VICTORIA
(03)370 7666

QUEENSlAND
(07) 252 5700

